Abstract. We prove that if (A, a) is a Hensel couple and G is an affine, smooth group scheme over A then H^t(A, G) -H¿t(A/a, G/qG).
Introduction. In this paper we prove the following Theorem 1. Let (A, a) be a Hensel couple and let G be an affine, smooth group scheme over A, i.e. a functor G: (A-algebras) -» (groups) which is represented by a smooth A-algebra (also denoted G). Then the canonical map H^(A, G) -» He\(A/q, G/aG) is bijective.
This theorem generalizes a result known when A is local and a is the maximal ideal (see [4, Theorem 11.7] ).
The injectivity of the above map was proved in [8] . We also use the main result of [3] .
Recall that H¿t(A, G) classifies the isomorphism classes of principal homogeneous spaces in the étale topology over A under G (PHS for short, " torseurs" in French terminology).
In § §1 and 2 we give some preliminaries. In §3 we prove Theorem 1 in the case when A is an AIC ring, and we conclude the proof in §4, where some corollaries are also given.
As for the notion of Hensel couple, see [2] ; all the notions about group schemes and cohomology can be found in [1 and 6].
1. In this section we give the definition and some properties of absolutely integrally closed rings that we will use later (see also [3,2. 
B]).
A ring A is said to be absolutely integrally closed (AIC for short) if it satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions: It is easy to see that the ring A* is an AIC ring, faithfully flat and integral over A, and it is the direct limit of ^4-algebras which are free with finite rank as ,4-modules.
2. In this section we deduce from the main result of [3] a method of descent for modules and algebras.
Let (A, a) be an //-couple. For every/ E A we denote by hAf the henselization of Aj with respect to aAf. Let /,,-..,/" E A such that ( /i ,...,/") = A. In [3, Theorem 1 .11] we proved that if M, are hAf-modules with isomorphisms and the d>,. .'s satisfy the cocycle condition <p,y ° <bjk = <b,k on hAfj^, then there is a unique A -module M such that M 9A hAf =Afj,i= 1,... ,n. This easily particular we apply this "henselian descent" to the following case. Let G be an affine group scheme of finite presentation over A. Recall that a principal homogeneous space for the étale topology over A under G is a G-space, i.e. an y4-algebra H together with a G-action (see [1, II, 1.3.1]), such that H 9A S -G 9A S as G 9A 5-spaces over 5 for some faithfully flat étale homomorphism A -» S. Now suppose we have PHS's H¡ over hAf and isomorphisms as G 9A \4^-spaces over hAfj, such that the <p,;'s satisfy the cocycle condition over hAf/fk; then there is a unique PHS H over A such that H 9A hA{¡ = A) as G ®,4 A^/-spaces over aj4¿. In fact from the above remark we can descend the algebras H¡ and the G 9A hAf -action and obtain a G-space H over ^4; moreover // is of finite presentation over A since the H/s are of finite presentation over hA¡<; and, since H 9A S, -G 9A S, as G 9A S,-spaces over S, for faithfully flat étale hAf -algebras S" we easily see that there exists a faithfully flat étale A -algebra S such that H 9A S -G 9A S as G 9A S-spaces over S. Thus H is a PHS over A under G.
3. In this section we prove Theorem 1 in the case when A is an AIC ring. First of all we recall some known facts about cohomology. Proof. We have to prove only surjectivity. Let H be a PHS over A = A/a, and let / C A be the set of elements/E A such that there exists a PHS H(f) over hAf for which H(f)/aH(f)^Hf as G^/aGy-spaces. We want to prove that 1 -A. Let H E Spec.4; since H 9A Ap is trivial by Proposition 1(2) , there exists/ G p such that Hj is trivial; hence Hf can he lifted to G 9A hAf. It remains to prove that / is an ideal of A. Let /, g E I; replacing A with hAs, s = / + g, we can suppose (/, g) = A. So we have PHS's //(_/ ),H(g) over hAf, hAg, respectively, such that H( f )/aH( f ) = Hf, H(g)/aH(g)^Hg;
if we consider H(f)9UfhAfg and H(g) 9>AfhAfg they are isomorphic PHS's over hAfg because of Proposition 2 (b) . Then by the remark in §2 there exists a PHS H over A such that H/aH » H. to prove that G, is representable by a smooth /1-algebra it is enough to prove that G\ is representable by a smooth A '-algebra.
Since //' is split by a faithfully flat ^'-algebra S, the extended functor G', 9AS:
